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Violence, Racial Etiquette, and African
American Working-Class Znfmplitics in
Jacksonville during World War I
by Robert Cassanello

B

efore the 1980s, many historians thought that working-class
African Americans were victims of racism and consequently
played passive roles in history. With the emergence of the
new social history, scholars of African American and urban history
reexamined previous notions of black culture. They came forward
with sources and interpretations suggesting that working-class
blacks played a major role in shaping race relations in urban
America.
Still, there has been little consensus about how working-class
blacks actively informed and created their own history.
Employing James C. Scott's notion of infrapolitics, or the covert
methods of daily working-class resistance that challenged the
authority of the social structure, Robin D.G. Kelley argued that
working-class African Americans engaged in racial injrapolitics to
challenge white supremacy daily in the Jim Crow South. Unlike
marches, strikes, and other public pro tests, everyday resistance
was like "hidden transcripts," meant to be invisible and to challenge the power structure. According to Kelley, resistance by
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blacks was hidden and never part of open interactions with
whites.l
Other historians have interpreted working-class black resistance as more blatant and confrontational. In their study of
working-class blacks in Memphis, Kenneth W. Goings and
Gerald L. Smith concluded that resistance was purposely more
discernable than Kelley's 'hidden tran~cripts."~J. William
Harris, in his study of World War I-era Vicksburg, Mississippi,
linked blacks' overt willingness to defy traditional racial boundaries to the rise of lynching. He found that whites expected
African Americans to adhere to a strict racial etiquette intended
to maintain a static color line. When blacks challenged racial
mores whites reacted violently. Although Harris pointed to a
link between violations of racial etiquette and violence, he maintained that white frustrations over black northward migration
catalyzed interracial violence as well. Further creating a link
between out-migration and lynching, E.M. Beck and Stewart E.
Tolnay found a correspondence between southern counties with
high rates of outward black migration and high rates of lynching.3
However, a careful study of racial violence in Jacksonville
challenges the idea that black out-migration was inherently a
flight from or a catalyst for violence, identifying the primary
cause for interracial tension squarely on African American challenges to racial etiquette. Similar to Memphis and Vicksburg,
black working-class resistance in Jacksonville was overt during the
World War I era. Other forms of protest, some of which were
also overt, were more interpersonal, sometimes in response to
1.

2.

3.

James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New
Haven, Conn., 1990), 183; Robin D.G. Kelley, "We Are Not What We Seem:
Rethinking Black Working-Class Opposition in the Jim Crow South," in The
New Ahcan Americans Urban History, ed. Kenneth W. Goings and Raymond A.
Mohl (Thousand Oaks, Calif., 1996), 187-229.
Kenneth W. Goings and Raymond A. Mohl, "Toward a New African
Americans Urban History," in Goings and Mohl, eds., New Ahcan Americans
Urban Histoy, 1-13; Kenneth W. Goings and Gerald L. Smith, "'Unhidden'
Transcripts: Memphis and African Americans Agency, 1862-1920," in Goings
and Mohl, eds., New A@an Ammicans Urban History, 142-63.
J. William Harris, "Etiquette, Lynching, and Racial Boundaries in Southern
History: A Mississippi Example," Ammican Historical Reoiew 100 (April 1995):
387-97; Stewart E. Tolnay and E.M. Beck, "Racial Violence and Black
Migration in the American South, 1910-1930," American Sociological Rariew 57
(February 1992): 103-16.
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segregated seating in public transportation or white expectations
of black deference in public. Jacksonville became a milieu for
black migrants leaving the rural South rather than a point of
departure for blacks fleeing the South. In the years of the First
World War, displays of working-class black infrapolitics not only
became more frequent but also became more confrontational
and created the environment that culminated in Jacksonville's
first recorded extra-legal lynching.
One of the most significant events marking Florida's incorporation into the New South was a black labor crisis that handicapped Jacksonville from the summer of 1915 through the
summer of 1916. The city's board of health reported that the
black population declined by five thousand during that period,
including approximately twenty-five hundred African American
laborers. While the Board's estimates were probably exaggerated
by black migrants' seasonal patterns in the turpentine industries of
rural north Florida, an increased out-migration by black
Jacksonvillians remained a serious problem.4
Initially, then, the racial dynamics of Jacksonville appeared
very similar to those of Vicksburg. While African American
movement northward was primarily a response to the draw of better economic opportunities, it represented a rejection of white
leaders' pleas, paternalism, and expectations of racial deference
and etiquette. As blacks migrated to New York, Chicago,
Cleveland, and other northern cities, they wrote letters to northern African American newspapers explaining their reasons for
moving. Most wanted better pay, but others believed that southern whites were generally hostile, and that poor whites took
potential jobs away from the black working class. Writing on
behalf of fellow workers at the Florida East Coast Railway
Company, one correspondent claimed, "all [we] want is fairly
good wages and steady work." Some blacks were disgruntled by a
working environment that failed to provide for entire families.
In the hopes of finding family opportunity in the North, one
woman advertised how she "can wash chamber mad [sic] dish
washer nurse or wash and my boy can work my sister can cook or
wash or nurse my husband is a good work[er]." Either as indi-

4.

(Jacksonville) The Artisan, 26July 1915.
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viduals or as families, many blacks found Jacksonville's working
environment l a ~ k i n g . ~
White businessmen discouraged the exodus, appealing to
working-class blacks to remain and help maintain Jacksonville's
industrial production. They promised that "with the return of
great prosperity, which will undoubtedly follow the termination of
the war in Europe, labor will share in this prosperity."6
By the end of the summer, some in the African American middle class-principally lawyers, preachers, and local businessmenjoined in the chorus of restraint. Among those blacks leaving
Jacksonville were clients and customers of black businesses. Largescale migration threatened economic stability across racial boundaries.'Jacksonville's black leadership tried to dissuade the exodus
arguing that life in the North would be too harsh. Politician and
lawyer Joseph E. Lee warned would-be migrants that they could
not survive severe northern winters. Forced to remain indoors
during the winter months, he concluded, they would lose valuable
labor opportunities. If workers stayed in Jacksonville, however, life
could improve for
(Still, at least some black professionals
encouraged and even benefited from the migration. In December
1916, for example, police arrested a black lawyer and a black
preacher who recruited labor for northern businesses out of their
offices.)
The concerns of middle-class whites and blacks were premature. The labor shortage of 1916 coupled with the emergence of
war industries to open up new economic opportunities in
Jacksonville. By the end of 1917, forty thousand African
Americans lived in the city, enlarged by more than eight thousand

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Emmett J. Scott, "Letters of Negro Migrants of 19161918,"Journal of Negro
History 4 (July 1919): 315, 327, 337, 33440; idem, "Additional Letters of
Negro Migrants 1916-1917,"Journal Of Negm Histmy 4 (October 1919): 427,
431, 445. J. William Harris found a similar pattern of northern flight among
Vicksburg's blacks; see Harris, "Etiquette, Lynching, and Racial Boundaries,"
Amnican Historical Reuiew 100 (April 1995): 387-97.
(Jacksonville) I;torida Times U n h , SO July 1916.
Ibid.
Good and Gone: The &at
Ibid., 6 August 1916; Carole Marks, F-&We're
BlaEK Migration (Bloomington, Ind., 1989), 1-17; Ronald L. Lewis, "From
Peasant to Proletarian: The Migration of Southern Blacks to the Central
Appalachian Coalfields,"J o u d o f S o u t h History 55 (February 1989): 78.
Florida Times-Undoll, 15 December 1916. The Dawr was unclear if these men
were actually from Jacksonville.
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citizens since 1910.1° The white population grew as well. In 1915,
whites had numbered over thirty-five thousand. Although the figure dropped by four thousand during the labor crisis, by 191'7, it
had rebounded to thirtyeight thousand. By 1920, whites comprised 54 percent of the population, the first time since
Reconstruction that whites outnumbered blacks in Jack~onville.~~
As one cohort of black resistance abandoned the city, making
the racial demographic shift possible, another remained. Their
presence in a white-majority city posed new challenges to race relations. During the summer of 1916,African American employees at
Seaboard Air Line staged a large-scale strike thinking they could
use the labor shortage to pressure for increased wages and better
working conditions. Their attempt failed. The company pitted
African American strikebreakers against the strikers.l2 Within a
10. U.S.Bureau of the Census, ThirteenthCensus of the United States Taken in the Year
1910, Vol. 8: Manufactuws 1909, General Report and Analysis (Washington, D.C.,
1913), 94; idem, Fourteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1920, VoL
8: Manufactures 1919, General Report and Analytical Tables (Washington, D.C.,
1923), 225; idem, Thirteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1910,
Vol. 4: Population 1910, Occupations (Washington, D.C., 1923), 275; idem,
C m u s of the United States T a h in the Year 1920, Vol. 9: Manufactures 1919,
Rqtmts for the States, with StatisticsfmPrincipa1 Cities (Washington, D.C., 1923),
244; idem, Fourteenth Census of the United States, Vol. 2: Population 1920, General
and Analytical T a b b (Washington, D.C., 1922), 61, 198; City of
Jacksonville, Florida, Annual Repurt for the Year 1916,45; idem, Report of the City
Commissiolaers of the City of Jacksonville, Flmida Covering the Years 191 7 to 1920
Uacksonville, 1921), 157.
11. City of Jacksonville, Florida, Annual Report of the Board of Health for the Year
1915, 1. It was hard to highlight the origins of many migrants. According to
census data for 1910 and 1920, the largest majority of citizens born in another state came from Georgia. The number of citizens born in Georgia
increased by 54 percent during this decade. Many of the other migrants most
likely came from other parts of Florida. Numerically there was a slight gain
in rural population for both states thoughout these ten yean. The census did
not detect a decline in rural inhabitants until 1925. Fourteenth Census, VoL 2:
PopuEation, 669, 672, 675; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the
United States Taken in the Year 1910, Vol.1: Population 1910, General Report and
Analysis (Washington, D.C., 1913), 770, 772, 774, 776, 778; idem, Thirteenth
Census of the United States T a h in the Year 1910, Vol. 6: Agriculture 1909 and
1910, Repds by States, with Statisticsfor Counties Ahbarn-Montana (Washington,
D.C., 1913), 6879; idem, Fourteenth Census of the United States T h in the Year,
1920 Vol. 6: Part 2 Agriculture, Rkports for the Stutes, with Statistics for Counties
(Washington, D.C., 1922), 30417, 36469; idem, United States Census of
Agriculture 1925: Reportsfor States with Statisticsfor Counties Part 2 (Washington,
D.C., 1927), 40321,53845.
12. P.K. Edwards, Strikes in the United States 1881-1974 (New York, 1981), 133;
William M. Tuttle, Race Riot: Chicago in the Red Sumrner of 1919 (New York,
1970), 10810.
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few months, the Seaboard Line replaced the striking workers,
increasing the number of baggage handlers and unskilled laborers
by 13 percent.13
A few days after the strike, a large crowd gathered at a labor
recruiter's ofice. The local sheriff previously had closed the office
among others in order to retard northern recruitment of
Jacksonville's black labor force. As he shut down recruitment
offices, the sheriff eliminated opportunities for African American
laborers. Consequently, a black crowd gathered and demonstrated. When the men would not disperse, Mayor J.E.T. Bowden
ordered them arrested for vagrancy.14
It was an effective maneuver that inspired further definition of
vagrancy laws. Six months after the protest around the recruiter's
office,Jacksonville's city council realized that a broad definition of
vagrancy would allow the city to combat union organization and
strikes. In past editions of the civil codes, vagrancy had never been
clearly defined, although certain immoral behaviors-gambling,
begging, and prostitution-had
been categorized as vagrant
behavior. In 1917, another description of vagrancy beyond its
immoral characterization became part of the civil codes.
Jacksonville's 1917 code book stated that "persons able to work but
habitually living upon the earnings of their wives and children
shall be deemed vagrants." The city council imagined this new definition would deter strikes and labor activism by both black and
white workers.l5

13. Florida Times-Undon,27July 1916; Railroad Commission of the State of Florida,
"Annual Report of the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company," 31 December
1916 , 510-11, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
14. (Jacksonville)Florida M-6,29
July 1916. Howard Rabinowitz noted in his
study of the urban South during Reconstruction that whites used vagrancy
laws to incarcerate African Americans, who they believed did not have "gainful employment." Rabinowitz concluded that whites felt threatened by "idle"
African Americans; Howard Rabinowitz, Race Relations in the Urban South,
1865-1890 (NewYork, 1978), 3556.
15. City of Jacksonville, Florida, Ordinurn of the Cily of Jacksonville (Jacksonville,
Fla., 1868), 10; idem, C h a m and Ordinances of the City of JacksonviUe
(Jacksonville, Fla., 1889), 5&59; idem, C h a w and Ordinances of the City of
Jacksonville 1901 (Jacksonville, Fla., 1901), 102-103; idem, Charter and
1917 (Jacksonville, Fla., 1917), 226. The
Ordinances of the City of J~:ksmviUG
first phase of this change in vagrancy laws occurred in 1912 during the streetcar strike against white labor, but was soon modified and codified against
African Americans and white striking.
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Other African American workers tried to maneuver through
more traditional means to redress labor problems. On December
26, 1918, twenty-one black porters employed by the Florida East
Coast Railway filed a complaint with the Department of Labor's
Division of Negro Economics. Earlier that year, the department
had warned railway companies that they could no longer force
porters to perform duties reserved for flagmen, brakemen, and
conductors, which had been a common money-saving practice.
The porters documented company violations and demanded
either back pay for the additional duties or formal promotion to
the skilled positions with commensurate increases in pay.16
Although the Division of Negro Economics found in favor of the
railway company, these men publicly had challenged discriminatory policies.
While higher profile episodes kept black labor issues in the
public eye, more common forms of resistance transpired in interpersonal encounters with working-class whites, often in places
where African Americans and whites came into regular contact.
One February morning in 1915, Robert C. Williams, an employee
at the Carpenter-O'Brien Mill, took a company river boat to work
as always. While in transit, he sat in the "whites only" section. A
white worker subsequently argued with Williams, took a gun out of
his coat, and shot Williams dead.18 On March 11, 1917, Henry
James passed a group of young white men moving a soda fountain.
The foreman made an offensive racial remark. James protested
the foreman's comments, and a full-scale altercation developed
with white observers quickly rushing to the foreman's aid. The
police arrived and removed James as the crowd viciously threw
rocks and bottles.lg Occasionally, these interpersonal conflicts
involved not only racial status but challenged prescribed gender
roles. On November 5,1918, an African American man interceded as a white man publicly beat a young black girl. The white man

16. RE. Stillrnan to W. S. Carter, 26 December 1918, in Black Workers in the Era of
the Great Migration, 1916-1925 (Frederick, Md.: University Publications of
America, 1985), reel 10, frame 476502, microfilm.
17. W.S. Carter to RE. Stillman, 24 September 1919, in ibid., reel 10, frame 504;
R.E. Stillman to W.S. Carter, 10 November 1919, in ibid., reel 10, frame 50'7508.
18. Flmida Tim-Union, 26 February 1915.
19. Ibid., 11 March 1917.
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turned on the would-be hero, and other whites soon joined in
beating the black man senseless.20White racial etiquette expected
that black men would be passive and deferential to white authority. When blacks, both men and women, confronted that authority, they not only challenged prescribed racial roles but images of
black masculinity as well.
As in other southern cities, Jacksonville's police department
was the institutional enforcement of racial etiquette. Often working-class migrants themselves, these law officers-all whites-frequently harassed African American citizens. As historian Robert A.
Taylor demonstrated, the city's police department developed an
abusive relationship with the black community by the end of the
nineteenth century. Police officers arrested blacks for "being of
suspicious character." Such spurious charges were made against
working-class, middle-class, and professional African Arnerican~.~~
By the late 1910s, however, blacks were willing to challenge
police harassment. On the night of November 6,1917, Frank Cox,
a workingclass African American, was walking home with a package of whiskey. A police officer stopped Cox for being "suspicious." When the officer demanded to inspect the package, Cox
objected. The police officer then shot and killed the suspect.
Although the package actually contained nothing suspicious, the
officer was exonerated at the inquest as having acted within the
law.22 On February 23, 1918, another police officer stopped J.E.
Sturgis, a working-classAfrican American, for having a "suspicious"
package. When Sturgis resisted search, the officer shot him;
Sturgis died at the scene. The coroner's inquest concluded that
while Sturgis carried nothing suspicious, the officer had acted reasonably. Although Sturgis was not a criminal, his behavior was
"criminal," particularly within Jacksonville's system of racial etiquette.P3
Even though agents of white authority maintained strict codes
of conduct for blacks, there were certain infractions that did not
20. Ibid., 6 November 1918.
21. Howard Rabinowitz, "The Conflict Between Blacks and the Police in the
Urban South, 18651900,'' Historian 39 (November 1976): 75; Robert A.
Taylor, "Crimeand Race Relations in Jacksonville, 18841892,"S o u t h Studies
2 (spring 1991): 31-32; Hmi& Time-Union, 6 November 1918; Rabinowitz,
Race Relations, 3536.
22. %da Tiw-Union, 9 November 1917.
23. Ibid., 24 February 1918.
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merit punishment. Courts and juries recognized the right of husbands to protect no only property within their homes but also the
virtue of their wives. Under a nineteenth-century defense known
as "the unwritten law," juries acquitted husbands of murdering
their spouse's lovers.24 In the summer of 191'7,African American
Edward Thompson found a wealthy white tourist in bed with his
wife. An argument ensued, and Thompson killed the man.
Indicted by a grand jury for firstdegree murder, Thompson was
acquitted a month later by an all-whitejury. The paper explained
that Thompson was justified in his actions through "the unwritten
Sporadic resistance and violence in the mid-1910s prefaced
the summer of 1919, an especially turbulent year in American
racial history. African American migration to urban areas had
increased steadily, heightening racial tensions.
Chicago,
Knoxville, and Omaha experienced large "race riots."26
Anticipating a summer of racial tension, Jacksonville's white businessmen and local politicians pleaded for "harmonyn since the
Florida Purchase Centennial Exposition was considering
Jacksonville as the site for the state fair. Believing this would bring
added business and attention to the city, they wished to ensure
calm racial relation^.^'
The plea for "harmony" was not new to Jacksonville. White
business leaders had feared racial violence throughout the city's
history. At the turn of the twentieth century, during the Jim Crow
streetcar movement, white citizens had feared a race riot. Racial
violence followed the Jack Johnson and Jim Jefferies boxing match
of 1910, but no one had died.28
24. Hendrik Hartog, "Lawyering, Husbands' Rights, and 'the Unwritten Law' in
Nineteenth-Century America,"Journal ofAmerican History 84 (June 1997):6798.
25. Flaida Times-Union, 1 August 1917.
26. Allen H. Spear, Black Chicago: The Making of a Negro Ghetto, 18901920
(Chicago, 1967),22331; Matthew Lakin, "'A Dark Night': The Knoxville Race
Riot of 1919," Journal of East Tennessee History 72 (2000): 1-29; Clayton D.
Laurie, "The U.S.Army and the Omaha Race Riot of 1919," Nebrada History
72 (spring 1991): 135-43. Race riots were not unique to urban areas during
the summer of 1919; see Jeannie M. Whayne, "Low Villains and Wickedness
in High Places: Race and Class in the Elaine Riots," Arkansas Historical
QuaMy 58 (spring 1999): 285-313.
27. Florida Times-Union, 28 July 1919.
28. (Jacksonville) Fbrida Times-Union and Citizen, 6 November 1901; f i d a
Metropolis, 5 July 1910, Flmida Times-Union, 6 July 1910.
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During the summer of 1919, however, fears of yet another
episode of racial discord reflected heighten racial tensions. Earlier
that summer, police found two black hack drivers murdered.
Other drivers believed that the killings evidenced anti-black violence, since the last known passengers of the murdered men had
been white. Additionally, their bodies were found in a white
neighborhood. Protesting the lack of police cooperation in solving the cases, black drivers refused to carry white p a s ~ e n g e r s . ~ ~
Early on the evening of August 20th, two African American drivers refused service to George Du Bose, a prominent white insurance
manager with customers in several black neighborhoods. The drivers informed Du Bose that they no longer provided service to whites.
As a large African American crowd gathered, Du Bose argued and
pulled a gun from his coat, aimlessly firing shots. He did not injure
anyone, but the crowd retaliated with rocks and other objects. By
the time the police arrived, Du Bose was dead. Those who witnessed
the event from their windows refused to help p o l i ~ e . ~
Later that evening, the police questioned African American
cab drivers and eventually retained and charged John Morine and
Bowman Cook with murder.31 Leading black citizens immediately
released a statement to the Horida Times-Union.Fearful of white
mob action, they called for swift and equitablejustice and offered
assistance in the investigation, reiterating white businessmen's
pleas for law and order. For three days, the sheriff swore in special
deputies and police to prevent mob violence.32
As the Du Bose hysteria died down, another episode arose.
The police arrested Ed Jones, an African American, for allegedly
assaulting a thirteen-year-old white girl. The sheriff again feared
mob violence. He personally took Jones to a jail in nearby St.
Augustine.33
Unaware of Jones's relocation, a crowd of masked men broke
open the jail doors and "overpowered"the only guard. When they
could not find Jones, they referred to a written list and asked the
29. Jhrida Metropolis, 21 August 1919.
30. Ibid.
31. Florida Times-Union, 22 August 1919; ITmidu Metropolis, 11 September 1919.
Many were released because they were appearing in a movie. Jacksonville was
home to one of the first African American movie studios. During their offhours, hack drivers would act in films.
32. M Metropolis, 8 September 1919.
33. Rim& Tie-Union, 9 September 1919;W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Lynching in the
New South: GeargM and VirginM; 18801930 (Urbana, nl., 1993), 84-85.
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jailer for Cook and Morine, still jailed for the murder of Du Bose.
The guard released both men to the lynch mob, which took the
two hack drivers to the edge of town and shot them.34 Morine's
body lay in a ditch; Cook's body, tied to the back of a car, was
dragged through the African American n e i g h b o r h o ~ d . ~ ~
Some blacks believed that insurance agents led the mob,
exacting revenge for the murder of one of their own. However,
after years of sporadic black challenges to racial etiquette, such a
horrifically violent episode gave whites opportunity to assert racial
supremacy.36 Lynching was a method of intimidation, reminding
African Americans to stay "in their place." Ironically, despite white
leaders' pleas for harmony, it was a white mob that resorted to
racial violence-in the same week that the exposition committee
considered Jacksonville.
Although the actions of the mob demonstrated intent to send
a message to the black community, a p a n d j&y investigation concluded that the lynching was a premeditated plot to avenge Du
Bose's murder. Investigators criticized the sheriffs handling of
the lynchings, inferring that he had played a role. Agents of law
enforcement often gave tacit approval to mob actions or actually
took active roles. Even though the investigation implicated the
sheriff in the lynchings, no one was ever brought up on charges.37
The Chamber of Commerce, the Rotary Club, and the Kiwanis
all publicly condemned the lynchings; other groups claimed they
wanted legal actions taken. As throughout the South, however,
white political leadership distanced itself from the episode,
remaining fairly quiet. Only when African Americans, like activist
Ida B. Wells, caused a stir in denouncing lynching did white leaders join, out of fear that they might suffer economically from bad
Jacksonville's business and political leadership similar34. W d a Times-Union, 9 September 1919.
35. Ibid.
36. (Chicago) The Half Century Magazine, March 1920; (New York) Messenger,
March 1920; Stewart E. Tolnay and E. M. Beck, A Festival of Violence: An
Analysis of Southern Lynchings, 1882-1930 (Chicago, 1995), 239-58.
37. Flm'da Times-Union, 11,12 September 1919;James R. McGovern, Anatomy of a
Lynching: The Killing of Chu& Neal (Baton Rouge, La., 1982), 6377; Dennis B.
Downey and Raymond M. Hyser, No Crooked Death: Coatesoille, Pennsylvania and
the Lynching of Zachariah W a k (Urbana, Ill., 1993), 29-5 1.
38. Brundage, Lynching in the New South, 172-81; David M. Tucker, "Miss Ida B.
Wells and Memphis Lynching," P h y h 32 (summer 1971): 121; Flmida TimesUnion, 10, 12, 17, 20 September 1919.
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In fact, blacks in Jacksonville became more defiant in the face
of violence. By early 1920, Jacksonville blacks pulled insurance
policies from white-owned companies, and many fmanced a black
firm as part of a boycott against the perceived perpetrators of the
lynchings. Black newspapers argued that the boycott was meant
not only to send a message to lynch mob leaders but also to protest
the treatment of blacks on streetcars and in polling booths.
Eventually, white insurance companies employed black agents to
work segregated neighborhoods; and when entering black homes,
white agents removed their hats and used "Mr." and "Mrs."
as signs
of respect."
Also in early 1920, black cleaning women employed by the
Pullman Railroad Company petitioned the United States
Railroad Administration, claiming the company promoted them
as supervisors without increasing pay, in contrast to white supervisors who received raises with promotion. The women also
claimed sub-standard working conditions, including being prohibited from using the company toilet and restricted to a sandbox in their own quarters. While the Railroad Administration
investigated the claim and took no action, the women's decision
to petition demonstrated further defiance inspired by the previous year's violence.48
In October 1920, the Klan paraded through Jacksonville, seeking to intimidate black voters, specifically black women who had
recently gained suffrage. Like other blacks over the past five years
who had refused to cower at white demands, many African
American women attended the parade, shouting at the Klansmen
and calling them "poor white trash."4g More notably, however, is
that black response to white antagonism was less violent than white
reactions to black resistance.
Between 1915 and 1920, Jacksonville's blacks demonstrated
that they would not be intimidated or restrained by white expectations of racial etiquette. Undeterred by fear, black migration to
Jacksonville increased as racial violence increased. White busi-

47. The HalfCentury Magaxine, March 1920; Messenger, March 1920.
48. Petitions of Betty Paul, Betty Span, and Women Cleaners to United States
Railroad Administration, 19 February 1920, in Black Migration, reel 1 1, frame
664-68.
49. Walter F. White, "Election by Terror in Florida," New Rqbublic (12 January
1921), 19597; idem, "Election Day in Florida," Crisis,January 1921.
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move, many showed up at his execution as a show of support,
another symbolic and overt challenge to white supremacy and the
Jacksonville's white leadership used the execution as propaganda. The Flmida Metropolis allegedly reported Howell's last statement as a plea for the races to work together for "harmony."44
More directly, like the Bowman and Cook lynchings a month earlier, the trial and execution sent a message to African Americans
to stay "in their place.""
Still, some whites did not think blacks had learned that lesson. On November 9th, a black chauffeur named Albert Lewis
boarded a streetcar. The white conductor, J.D. Cone, refused
Lewis's transfer because he had not entered the car at the "right
place," a separate entrance in the back for black passengers.
Lewis was familiar with Jim Crow on the streetcars, however,
and had deliberately chosen to contest the policy. As the two
men argued, the conductor pulled out a gun and shot Lewis
dead.46
The Bowman and Cook lynchings, the Howell execution, and
Lewis's killing marked a particularly violent year in Jacksonville.
Whites were concerned; African Americans were not accepting
messages of racial etiquette; and white violence was not restoring
social order to Jacksonville.

43. &da
Metropolis, 17 October 1919.
44. Ibid.
45. Jacksonville had two major newspapers during this period, I;forida Times-Union
and Flmida Metropolis. The Times-Union had a statewide circulation and was
Florida's preeminent paper. The Metropolis, which could not compete with
the Times-Union's circulation, remained a largely local paper. In order for the
Metropolis to compete with the Times-Union, editors targeted African American
readers who had at least two other newspapers, although no copies exist.
Beginning around the turn of the century, the Metropolis included a paragraph devoted to the African American community, chronicling church
meetings and names of prominent blacks visitingJacksonville. By the 1910s,
the Metropolis offered its African American readers a full page of "News for the
Colored People." Race relations had deteriorated so much by 1920, however,
that the paper stopped printing any news devoted to the black community.
46. Flon'$a Times-Union, 10, 11 November 1919; Flotida Metropolis, 24 October
1919, 11, 12, 17 November 1919. Another incident involved a white passenger who considered the sign designating the AFrican American section too
close to the white section. He ordered the conductor to move it. When the
conductor refused, the man threw the sign at him and shot him three times
in the legs.
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In fact, blacks in Jacksonville became more defiant in the face
of violence. By early 1920, Jacksonville blacks pulled insurance
policies from white-owned companies, and many financed a black
firm as part of a boycott against the perceived perpetrators of the
lynchings. Black newspapers argued that the boycott was meant
not only to send a message to lynch mob leaders but also to protest
the treatment of blacks on streetcars and in polling booths.
Eventually, white insurance companies employed black agents to
work segregated neighborhoods; and when entering black homes,
white agents removed their hats and used "Mr." and "Mrs." as signs
of respect.47
Also in early 1920, black cleaning women employed by the
Pullman Railroad Company petitioned the United States
Railroad Administration, claiming the company promoted them
as supenisors without increasing pay, in contrast to white supervisors who received raises with promotion. The women also
claimed substandard working conditions, including being prohibited from using the company toilet and restricted to a sandbox in their own quarters. While the Railroad Administration
investigated the claim and took no action, the women's decision
to petition demonstrated further defiance inspired by the previous year's violence.48
In October 1920, the Klan paraded through Jacksonville, seeking to intimidate black voters, specifically black women who had
recently gained suffrage. Like other blacks over the past five years
who had refused to cower at white demands, many African
American women attended the parade, shouting at the Klansmen
and calling them "poor white trash."4g More notably, however, is
that black response to white antagonism was leu violent than white
reactions to black resistance.
Between 1915 and 1920, Jacksonville's blacks demonstrated
that they would not be intimidated or restrained by white expectations of racial etiquette. Undeterred by fear, black migration to
Jacksonville increased as racial violence increased. White busi-

47. The Half Cnztury Magazine, March 1920; Masmger, March 1920.
48. Petitions of Betty Paul, Betty Span, and Women Cleaners to United States
Railroad Administration, 19 February 1920, in B M Migration, reel 11, frame
66468.
49. Walter F. White, "Election by Terror in Florida," N m Rqbdllic (12 January
1921), 195-97; idem, "Election Day in Florida,"Crisis,January 1921.
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nessmen's pleas for harmony were often rejected by black laborers
who wanted better working conditions or more equitable pay.
Protest sometimes took the form of overt challenges to discrimination, but protests and other confrontations were usually hidden
in private moments between black and white participants.
Collective white reaction to such incidents brought Jacksonville's
racial discord into the public eye, and ironically, in their attempts
to fortify racial status, whites aided &can Americans in disrupting racial harmony.
AFRICAN AMERICAN
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